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Summary:
January 2006 - Italy is living the bitter climate of political campaign.
Left and right don’t waste blows and all the occasions are good to weaken the enemy. An Italia
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Article Body:
He’s called Lycantrop. His article arrived directly to Viking’s boss, before being published s
We don’t know much about Francesca’s boss. She greets him on the booklet of her cd

"Glouceste

The British documentary Lycantrop wrote about is "Hate Rock" produced by Neil Mackay, awarded

If you think that under the political campaign everything is permitted you should read the art
Lycantrop investigates Berlusconi’s relationship with British media: "The Italians are not stu

I’m external to the matter, I’m not "building my own alibi like Donal MacIntyre", I’m external

I ask her what she will do with Lycantrop. "I don’t know" she replies "I want to know who he i
She tells me about her job "I respect James’ decision. This won’t corrode our friendship. I un

I tried to have James’ contact directly, but the man wants to remain anonym so I asked
Magnus if he could kindly forward my questions to him. This is James’ version of the story:
"I’m very sorry. I had told Francesca to stay out of white power music. She has nothing of
that world! She’s a talented songwriter, she has an enchanting voice and she did a great job f

James is quite reluctant at talking. Magnus thinks his decision was very hard. For my fortune
I could take another witness. It’s N., 30 year old cameraman from Los Angeles who works for Ja
"She’s cute. When you do my job you meet a lot of people every day and you know that you won’t
Lycantrop also accuses Viking to present her new album to Italy strategically during the

camp

Viking, a mysterious silent girl, looks at me first and after blowing on the hot tea cup she t
I ask her if she feels spied and persecuted and she replies "I don’t know. I keep on living wi

The author is unknown, the target is unknown, Viking knows only that Lycantrop maybe knows Ita
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